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Vehicular applications are increasingly connected to cloud
services. For example, route planning, gas price applica-
tions, and Siri-like personal assistants all respond to user
queries based in part on cloud processing. Network com-
munication thus is often a substantial component of user-
perceived latency in vehicular applications.

Current vehicular computing platforms typically connect
to the cloud using a single cellular network provider. Net-
work conditions can change rapidly as a vehicle moves due to
geographical variation in coverage, radio shadows, and dif-
fering traffic density. Such variation is often exacerbated by
connection re-establishment after an interface has entered a
sleep state.

Thus, vehicular applications can often appear unrespon-
sive due to high wireless network latency. Even worse, the
responsiveness is unpredictable; high tail latency makes some
user interactions take longer, even when most interactions
complete in an acceptable amount of time. This unpre-
dictability is especially worrisome in a vehicular environ-
ment, in which occasional unexpected performance anoma-
lies distract the driver of the vehicle.

Smartphones mitigate poor network performance by switch-
ing among multiple networks (e.g., WiFi and cellular). Such
a strategy makes sense when performance is predictable.
However, it provides little help for the unexpected tail la-
tencies common in vehicular environments.

In our work, we are mitigating tail latency for vehicu-
lar applications by redundantly sending data over multiple
wireless networks for user-facing applications. Rather than
estimate network latency and bandwidth as scalar values,
we calculate the expected distribution of these values for
each wireless networks. If the error bounds for the expected
time to transmit small amounts of data over at least two
different wireless networks overlap with each other, our ve-
hicular platform transmits the data over both networks. At
the cost of redundant transmission of data, this strategy
improves the average user-perceived delay in vehicle-cloud
applications. More importantly, it substantially reduces tail
latency.

The opportunities for employing redundant transmission
are considerable in vehicular computing. Not only can the
vehicular platform employ built-in cellular and WiFi inter-
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Figure 1: 10K data transfer by different schedulers

faces, but the platform can also communicate with multiple
cellular providers by tethering with smartphones carried by
passengers within the vehicle.

We argue that the downsides of employing redundancy are
surprisingly small. The user-facing applications for which
we are employing redundancy transmit small amounts of
data. Indeed, an application transmitting bulk data would
benefit little from redundancy, and our vehicular platform
would not employ redundancy for such a purpose. Thus,
the total amount of bytes sent redundantly is small. Energy
considerations are also minimal since vehicular platforms are
typically powered by the automobile engine.

Our prototype system for Redundancy-Aided Vehicular
Networking (Raven) reduces tail latency for vehicular ap-
plications via redundant network transmission. Raven is
implemented on top of MPTCP, a recent extension of TCP
to support multipath networks. MPTCP binds a single ap-
plication TCP connection to multiple TCP subflows to stripe
data over multiple physical networks. Raven implements a
new MPTCP scheduler that selectively transmits small data
redundantly over these subflows. We have developed a sta-
tistical model that provides latency estimates for each phys-
ical network within a configurable confidence level. When
redundancy has a substantial confidence to reduce tail la-
tency, Raven transmits the data redundantly over multiple
subflows to improve responsiveness of user-facing applica-
tions.

We are currently evaluating Raven in many wireless net-
work scenarios. For instance, consider the common situation
where two wireless networks are experiencing unexpected
packet loss. As shown in Fig. 1, Raven outperforms both
MPTCP and a strategy that selects either wireless network
for exclusive transmission. The improvement in performance
is most noticeable at the 99% percentile in the CDF, where
redundancy substantially reduces tail network latency com-
pared to generic MPTCP and TCP over either network.
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